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"How can our workforce be motivated in today's conditions?"
NUCLEAR EMPLOYERS MEETING THEIR EMPLOYEES'MOTIVES

In modem Western societies the employees' motivational issues are no more only their
employers' concern. The pioneering, older generations in the nuclear field may share a
sense of common depression. The "emulator" generation with to 15 years of work
experience may find they cannot see clear or similar career paths due to construction
recession. Their skills may be harnessed in future decommissioning, only. Finally, the
young people entering professional education with these signs around may opt for
other competing trades already during their first years in college and university,
although their capacity would be crucial in case of any new wave arising.

However, nuclear generation is a trade as any, even the safety concern can be seen as a
facet of quality of the nuclear companies' service, which can be drawn in any situation
from the customers or stakeholders. All businesses have life-cycles and only a few of
us can ride the rising wave - the ma ority of us are either lagging behind or too early.
This is not to deny the general responsibility of those wooing new people to the trade
or having made earlier decisions. The motivational solution, if any, is to be found in
celebrating the richness of the individual and local working situations.

With this idea in mind, we may summarise a set of constructive approaches for
motivation:

- The complexity of the work and technical condition at nuclear plants
- Certain exclusiveness of the work
- Heritage of good working conditions and quality philosophy
- Larae risks that can actually be managed at everyday work
- Certain general environmental benefits
- Heritage of global aspects in networking
- The promise and new learning of new user-countries
- Scientific emphasis
- Waning Big Science approach
- Many nuclear plants are situated in impressive settings of nature

Finally, there is also a set of de-constructive, motivational factors:

- The quest of high, total availability as basic load power excludes a quest of "market
adjustment" i.e. a flexible operational frame
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- The requirement of a over-massive human capacity in foreseeing the change of
society and the future
- Other trades - even agriculture - have become more scientific
- Nuclear power as a deter-ring, major symbol of general economic development and
arowth - any others available?

Very few fashionable modernity features, if any
The customer may remain remote and abstract.
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